GAS TO LIQUID SYSTEM

COMPANY Q & A

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Greenway Technologies, Inc., (GWTI), through its subsidiaries, engages in energy and
mining businesses in the United States. It offers a proven method for field conversion of
natural gas to liquid fuels through its wholly-owned subsidiary Greenway Innovative Energy
(GIE). GWTI was formerly known as UMED Holdings (OTCQB:UMED). The company is
based in Fort Worth, Texas.

WHY IS GAS-TO-LIQUID
IMPORTANT?
According to the US Energy
Information Administration, stranded
gas represents 1/3 of all natural gas
supplies. Stranded gas can’t be sold
because it is located too far from
processing facilities. GIE has the first
technology that can be field-deployed
to economically process stranded gas.

WHAT IS THE GLOBAL IMPACT?
The GIE gas-to-liquid GTL technology
is akin to the mainframe-tominicomputer-to-server evolution that
revolutionized computing when large
mainframes were replaced with more
efficient, manageable systems. Before
GIE’s new technology, all functioning
natural gas-to-fuel plants consisted of
sprawling, large-scale facilities with
price tags in the billions of dollars.

WHY IS THIS GIE’S TECHNOLOGY IMPORTANT?
Before GIE’s GTL methodology, field-located, small-scale plants have been unsuccessful at
economically converting natural gas to synthesis gas (syngas) and then to liquid fuels. GIE has
proven that its process can convert natural gas to syngas in a compact module. Producing
syngas is a necessary step in producing liquid fuel. To produce syngas, GIE uses its patented
G-Reformer™ based on Fractional Thermal Oxidation™ (FTO), a method developed by GIE to
convert natural gas into syngas that can be scaled for field use. The G-Reformer™ is “what’s
new” with GIE’s patented technology.
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IS ONLY FUEL
PRODUCED?
The GIE GTL plants, with an
expected lifespan of 20-plus
years, will produce three
important outputs; water,
fuel, and thermal energy.
The thermal energy can be
converted into electricity for
sale locally or for sale to the
electric grid.

ARE THERE OTHER
ENVIRONMENTAL
BENEFITS?
In addition to processing gas that
would otherwise be flared or
vented into the atmosphere, the
clear fuel produced by the
company’s plants will provide an
incremental environmental
improvement over petroleumbased fuel. The GIE fuel is based
on natural gas, a cleaner energy
source with little or no harmful
emissions from the process. Also,
refinery processing is not
required, eliminating the cost and
delays associated with further
processing and distribution of the
final fuel products to markets.

WHAT IS THE BUSINESS POTENTIAL
OF THIS GTL SYSTEM?
The company is in active talks with potential
joint venture partners for its first commercial
field-located gas-to-liquid (GTL) plant that
will produce between 125 and 500 barrels
per day of fuel. The joint venture project
arrangement is expected to provide the
company with funding at a level of between
$20M and $50M with an ongoing profit
sharing arrangement to the benefit of the
company and its partner.
According to Greenway Innovative Energy
President Ray Wright, “in addition to joint
venture partners, we are also in talks with
state and local government agencies
regarding programs for economic and clean
energy development showing broad interest
in our GTL system. GIE’s GTL plant offers the
unique ability to produce a range of fuels
including high cetane diesel and jet fuel,
from a natural gas resource, broadening the
market for our unique technology.”
President of Greenway Technologies Inc.,
Pat Six, stated that “the expected cash
infusion will help propel the company from
the technology development phase into a
long-term growth phase. Our immediate
goal,”he said, “will be to commercialize our
patented GTL technology allowing
numerous global deployments to harvest
and monetize stranded natural gas profitably
over the next 50-plus years. We visualize
worldwide plant deployment benefiting
natural gas holders as well as communities in
need of the plant’s outputs.”
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WHERE CAN THE PLANTS BE DEPLOYED?
The GIE GTL system can be implemented anywhere where
there are ample supplies of gas for conversion. Natural gas
is plentiful in a variety of forms, all business opportunities
for GIE, including: Pipeline and storage facilities – gas in
the system Coalbed – methane produced in the process of
coal mining Flare – gas burned by industry, a major
environmental concern Biomass – gas from waste products
Associated – gas found onshore and offshore when drilling
for oil Coalbed, flare, biomass, and associated gas all
represent environmental hazards if leaked or flared into the
atmosphere.
The GIE GTL solution offers a system to process these
gases into incrementally cleaner liquid fuels, water, and
thermal energy.
GIE’s Vice President of Operations, Tom Phillips, said that
“our GTL platform will provide life sustaining elements;
clean water, clean burning fuel, and cleanly generated
electricity to support underdeveloped communities that
have stranded or other gas supplies and can positively
impact both people’s lives and our environment.” He
added “this is the ideal technology to process coalbed
gas, one of our key markets. Plant deployment at coal mine
locations,” he said, “will help revitalize coal-country
communities here in the United States.”
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The company also owns 72
placer mining claims on federal
Bureau
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